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Collecting the first six volumes of the #1 bestselling manga of 2012, Sailor Moon, with exclusive

stickers!The box is designed using Sailor Moon art never before published in the U.S. The second

box set will be released in fall 2013, and when joined together, the two boxes will create one

beautiful image - the perfect addition to a Moonie's shelf!Usagi Tsukino is a normal girl until she

meets up with Luna, a talking cat, who tells her that she is Sailor Moon. As Sailor Moon, Usagi must

fight for justice against, in the name of the Moon and the mysterious Moon Princess. Soon she

learns she's not alone: There are other girls destined to be Sailor Guardians, who join the battle and

form friendships that can conquer any obstacle!
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I actually owned the first six volumes individually before purchasing this box set. As soon as I saw

this set, I had to buy it. The box is really beautiful and perfect for storing these books. There is a

difference of paper quality from the individual volumes, and each volume inside the box set is

"Printed in Canada" whereas the individual volumes I own are "Printed in the United States." The

paper quality feels cheaper and more flimsy, so they do have the potential to crease more readily

than the individually purchased volumes.However, all the contents are the same with colored pages

in the first few pages, so if you are not picky about paper and the slight difference in printing as an

effect of the paper quality, then it is really a nice set with stickers and a lovely storage box. Also, the

only other problem I found is the first and last volumes of this set (#1 and #6) have a little dent on

the corner cover, probably from the manufacturer inserting the books in the box, and the fact that



the paper quality is thinner.

so i'm not sure why no one has uploaded ANY photos of this box set. so that is what i've done. you

can check the images above to see the pics i've shared with everyone here. the boxset is very nice.

this was a gift i gave to a friend of mine. she loves it! personally i'm not all that fond of the artwork. i

never liked manga artwork.this is part one of a two set bookset. supposedly part two is set to be

released late summer 2013. prolly to coincide with the new sailor moon anime.

I received the book set a few days before my birthday from my dad and let me tell you it's worth

every penny. For any sailor moon fan or even a beginner into the manga world. The box protects

the books, The books come in wonderful condition with brand new illustrated covers, and the

stickers are a nice touch. Sailor Moon has been an all time favorite series of mine and to re-read

this new translated version is exciting and refreshing. Compared to the Mixx/tokyo pop version

some of the content has been updated for 2000's. For Example there is a chapter in the old version

where Ami is using Floppy disks. This new version shows Ami using a DVD/CD disk. The Old

version had different names like Usagi was Bunny and than there was inconstancy with

changing/translating the names and flipping the book from left to right. It was crazy. BUT THIS NEW

VERSION IS PERFECT!!!If you like magical girls and not looking for your stereo typical syper hero

its a fun read. And ANYONE can enjoy the story of Sailor Moon. Doesn't matter if your a boy, girl,

man, or woman its a good series. And if people make fun of you for it tell them its 2013 not 1920

and that they should stop being a flaming bag of dicks. :DNO for real though This is just worth

buying.

Let me start by saying the art box encasing the 6 volumes is very beautifully done and I cannot wait

for the second set when the full pictures shall be completed. I'm not overly excited about the

stickers--though they are cute--but overall they both made for a nice bonus with the manga.The

manga itself is perhaps the best English version I've encountered to date. None of the names have

been translated or Anglicized and everything stays true to the original feel of the original Japanese

manga. The manga still contains its bonus content as well, so absolutely nothing was shortchanged

or skimmed in re-releasing these volumes. Of course, the manga art and story are as amazing as

they ever were. The paper and books themselves feel like the quality of your average manga, so I

don't feel as though anything was cheaply made or shortchanged.This is the absolute best English

version of the manga I've come across so far and I'm thrilled to add it to my library. I will definitely be



purchasing the second part as well!

This second volume of Sailor Moon had me super excited because I've been waiting for re-releases

for years since the Tokyopop mangas disappointed me with their translation. However it seems

Kodansha isn't spell checking or checking grammar before sending these out. At one point Usagi

says "What'll should I do." However, this is really the only problem with them this time around. The

use of their Japanese names is wonderful since the English names made me want to gag every

time I read them. Overall Sailor Moon Volume 2 is worth the price, especially if you're like me and

are a huge Sailor Moon fan.

I bought this back in 2013 and with the new release of sailor moon crystal I brought these babies

back out again! I forgot how beautiful they are, and how authentic they are! Of course back in 2013

they were more expensive than they are now, but honestly there is no difference. They came in a

timely manner wrapped in plastic. I honestly might buy another set just for the sole purpose of

collectors keepsake! I was 19 when I bought these and 21 now and still enjoy them just the same!

They are read just like traditional manga, so no worries there!
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